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01

Psychology of Arab Management Thinking!

About The Book!
For a long time now, I have been putting off the idea of writing this book – though it had been on
my mind for a long time now. The mere idea of writing this book scared me to bits and pieces –
for many valid and pertinent reasons.
As Arabs, work is worshipped (Islamic Religion calls on us to respect work like as if it is in
praying). We are also brought up to be polite, courteous and decent (at least a majority of us).
Abrupt, ugly, rudeness and distort are discouraged. Also it is not easy to say NO – as part of the
culture, customs, traditions and heritage. So what went wrong here – especially in Management
circles? Why are we behind the rest of the world, despite all our riches and resources?
I hope you will enjoy the book. I have tried to be as frank, open, forthright, honest, sincere and
genuine as I can – as Readers who know me can give credence and credibility to me and will
vouch and authenticate my works.
It is a no punch-spared, no barrels held stiff, no frills – play but to be as frank, open and honest
as possible – so it can be a learning process for this generation and others to come in the future.
I have not spared myself, so there is just for it to be honest, sincere, genuine and hard hitting –
sparing no one. Simply Just No One!
*********.

2

A Cry For Help!

About The Book!
Addressing the increased extremism, fundamentalism, and lack of tolerance and forbearance in
the Arab workforce, author Majid Al Suleimany presents A Cry for Help!: Arabian Management
Services—Context and Perspectives.
In three parts, A Cry for Help! concentrates on the management styles and aspects of companies
located in the Arabian Gulf Cooperation Council that encompasses Oman, United Arab Emirates,
Qatar, Kuwait, Bahrain and Saudi Arabia. It discusses the:
• Growing radicalization of local staff
• Misbehaving expatriates
• Unhappy, dissatisfied staff
MAJID AL SULEIMANY
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• Poor treatment of staff, especially by Indian European Western staff
• Increasing extremism and fundamentalism in offices
• Sensitive, related issues
In A Cry for Help!, Suleimany, a management expert, focuses on what is particular about the
type of Arab management, its context and perspectives, and what is peculiar, special, or
particular to that work in the context and comparison to management styles of other nations.
Using personal experiences, examples, and illustrations, Suleimany exposes the new reality and
truth and moves away from the trend and approach of hiding issues and problems.
**********
03

Arab Management: Reality or Myth?

About The Book!
* Do not tell me you are going to write this book! I just cannot believe it! - British CEO
* I thought after your last book - and the end of your columns - you will stop writing! You have
me pleasantly surprised! - Senior Omani Public Official (Retired)
This is my Third Arab Management Book after Psychology of Arab Management Thinking! And
A Cry For Help! and my 12th book! Three books are on Road Safety and the balance are based
on my columns and writings!
All my Arab Management books have been written after a major upheaval in my life at the work
front and elsewhere involving my life! I was always under the impression that my book A Cry
For Help! As was going to be my last book in Arab Management with the events that followed
proving my case why 'I needed help!' as an Arab Manager! Though trying best to keep to myself
- and trying to avoid conflict and confrontations as much as I possibly could - but people would
not leave me alone! They were still after me!
I then decided to accept the challenge and write this book. Like the other books - I have tried to
be as factual as possible - and with my usual style of writing of speaking to you directly from my
heart - and to be as sincere, genuine, frank, forthright as possible - so that this book can not only
be used in Research works - but as a Guide and Beacon for the children, grandchildren, great
grandchildren - and future generations by the Grace of Allah SWT God - Ameen Amen.
Nobody has been spared - and that includes even myself too!

*******
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The Arab Manager! The Call!

About The Book!
This is a book re-do of my previous book - Original Book - A Cry For Help! It was suggested to
me by an American CEO friend of mine who had read all my books - including the Arab
Management ones! He commented that though this particular book was very important - it did
not take off well in reading and reception like the Psychology book which had won The USA
Gold Seal Literary Excellence for 2013 (Eric Hoffer)! The reasons were plain people misjudging
the book by a cover of a Crying Lady who was not even Arab - and the first chapter being
dominated as being traumatized at the time of the death of my Mother!
With changes in removing some of those chapters (and images!) of The Arab Office
Environment showing radicalization, extremism and fundamentalism of The Society as most of
the events are now past in references with the current status in The Middle East Post The Arab
Spring Uprisings!
Though the original book had acted as an Omen and Predictor of events that came to realization
post the book publication in 2009. It was my earnest prayer and wish that people - especially in
The Leadership - to have read this book! Anyway, I am not the person that likes to say - again
and again - I told you so!
I have decided also not to add many images than necessary to expedite the book coming out
together with the new book - Arab Management: Reality or Myth? The Arab Manager!
www.createspace.com/4960056 and previous book - Psychology of Arab Management Thinking!
- www.trafford.com/08-0889
This book, therefore, will be the 4th book in Arab Management Series and my 18th book to date
- 3 books are also in Road Safety - and the rest assorted from my Columns and Writings. 2 of the
books are about Reviews and Accolades received on all my books to date!
My Columns, Writings etc. are here at www.majidwrite.com and www.majidall.com
Also, another important and pertinent remark to make here is that this book was being published
at the time of death of my late Mother PBUH and was so emotionalized and traumatized to make
her article - I wrote for her - titled Goodbye; Our Mama! In Memoriam! Thus Readers may have
felt the book was more 'of a novel' rather than serious stuff in Arab Management lapses,
shortcomings etc.
For the same reason few images will be added to this book also.
I hope those who had misread the original Book Cover of a Crying Lady! And the
aforementioned will now read this book having clarified and in transparency all the
aforementioned.
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Suffice also to say that despite 6 years later things at the work front - its surroundings and
atmosphere has just gone more bad and stale - on the verge of the precipice, decadence, malaise
and associated - just like that cinder fire burning intensely underground before it erupts.
For this status quo - and how it may have even gone worse - I recommend that you read this
book with my new Arab Book as aforementioned. I hope you will enjoy reading the book! Have
tried to be as frank, forthright, sincere, truthful and genuine as I can be!
*********

05

The Arab Manager: Psychology, Outlook and Thinking!

This is a Redo of The Book - Psychology of Arab Management Thinking! www.trafford.com/080889
The book had won The USA Prestigious 'The Gold Seal of Literary Excellence Award For 2013'
However, The Publishing Company does not any longer exist as has been sold out to another
company - and it has become increasingly difficult to get copies (Author Rates) and thus the
decision to redo the book! Customers can still order the previous version on the above link!
About The Book!
For a long time now, I have been putting off the idea of writing this book - though it had been on
my mind for a long time now. The mere idea of writing this book scared me to bits and pieces for many valid and pertinent reasons.
As Arabs, work is worshipped (Islamic Religion calls on us to respect work like as if it is in
praying).
We are also brought up to be polite, courteous and decent (at least a majority of us). Abrupt,
ugly, rudeness and distort are discouraged.
Also it is not easy to say NO - as part of the culture, customs, traditions and heritage. So what
went wrong here - especially in Management circles?
Why are we behind the rest of the world, despite all our riches and resources?
I hope you will enjoy the book. I have tried to be as frank, open, forthright, honest, sincere and
genuine as I can - as Readers who know me can give credence and credibility to me and will
vouch and authenticate my works.
It is a no punch-spared, no barrels held stiff, no frills - play but to be as frank, open and honest as
possible - so it can be a learning process for this generation and others to come in the future.
I have not spared even myself, so there is just for it to be honest, sincere, frank, forthright,
genuine and hard hitting - sparing no one!
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Arab Management: Complexities, Context and Perspectives!

About The Book!
Book Behind Cover Writing!
* Do not tell me you are going to write this book! I just cannot believe it! - British CEO
* I thought after your last book - and the end of your columns - you will stop writing! You have
me pleasantly surprised! - Senior Omani Public Official (Retired)
This is my 27th book and the 6th in The Arab Management Series!
The book contains many real and true life stories on Arab Management and that have happened
to people - both local and foreigners - and the outcomes, repercussions and affects in their lives
now and others and as a learning experience and lesson to others.
It is a novice first time type ever written book in Oman in a reading novel type format - written
in the simplest of English - as it is envisaged that many of the Readers English is a second
language (or third) after Arabic - and to make it easy for them to understand and comprehend taking into account the importance of the subject in Arab Management aspects, its environment
and surroundings!
This is my Sixth Arab Management Book after Psychology of Arab Management Thinking! And
A Cry For Help! And my 27th book!
Three books are on Road Safety and the balance are based on my columns and writings!
All my Arab Management books have been written after a major upheaval in my life at the work
front and elsewhere involving my life! I was always under the impression that my book A Cry
For Help! As was going to be my last book in Arab Management with the events that followed
proving my case why 'I needed help!' as an Arab Manager!
Though trying best to keep to myself - and trying to avoid conflict and confrontations as much as
I possibly could - but people would not leave me alone! They were still after me!
I then decided to accept the challenge and write this book. Like the other books - I have tried to
be as factual as possible - and with my usual style of writing of speaking to you directly from my
heart - and to be as sincere, genuine, frank, forthright as possible - so that this book can not only
be used in Further Research works - but as a Guide and Beacon for the children, grandchildren,
great grandchildren - and future generations by the Grace of Allah SWT God - Ameen Amen.
Nobody has been spared - and that includes even myself too!
Muscat - Oman - April 12th 2015
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*********

About The Author
The Author is an ex-retired now Management and Human Resources Consultant, Advisor,
Expert and Professional with over 40 years experiences in companies in Oman and GCC. He has
published 21 books before this one - see www.myownmajid.com
Lives in Muscat in Oman - married with grandchildren.
Writing has been his passion and hobby from the age of 14 years old and his first essay had won
Colleges, Universities and Company Magazines and Newsletters! He is also a noted and famed
Columnist where many of his books originate!
His famous quote is always - Writing is the only profession where no one considers you
ridiculous if you make no money! - Jules Renard!
More about the Author here - www.myownmajid.com
********
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